
 

 

Sievert Crane & Hoist is proud to offer customers all over the world a wide range of 
manufacturers to deliver the best products at the best prices, making Sievert the one stop shop 
for all your crane & hoist needs. We are the authorized dealers of lifting equipment, parts and 
accessories for the following (but not limited to): 

HOISTS   CRANES   ELECTRICAL & CONTROLS 
Acco Lifting 
Budgit 
Chester 
Coffing 
Columbus McKinnon 
David Round 
Demag 
Detroit 
Electrolift 
Harrington 
Ingersoll-Rand 
Robbins & Myers (R&M) 
Shaw-Box 
Stahl 
Whiting 
Yale 

  Sievert Crane & Hoist 
Abell Howe 
Acco 
Contrx  
Gorbel Systems 
Handling System  
Harrington 
Robbins & Myers 
Spanco Systems  
Thern Davit Cranes 
Trambeam 

  Conductix 
Drivecon 
Duct-O-Bar 
Electromotive 
Power Electronics 
Remtron 
Telemotive 

 
For all your lifting needs including New Equipment, Parts, Accessories, Refurbishment, Crane 
Inspection and Service please contact us at: 
 
NEW EQUIPMENT SALES PARTS SERVICE, REFURB & INSPECTION 
1230 S. Hannah Avenue,  
Forest Park, IL 60130 
sales@sievertelectric.com 
Office: (708) 771-1600   
Mobile: (708) 878-2231 
Fax: (708) 405-5180 

1230 S. Hannah Avenue,  
Forest Park, IL 60130 
parts@sievertelectric.com 
Office: (708) 771-1600 ext. 647 
Direct: (708) 435-5008  
Fax: (708) 435-5018 

1230 S. Hannah Avenue,  
Forest Park, IL 60130 
service@sievertelectric.com 
Office: (708) 405-5154 
Mobile: (708) 878-2226 
Fax: (708) 405-5174 

 



HAND PROPELLED 
OVERHEAD I-BEAM 

TROLLEYS
“Performance Plus Flexibility”

*NOTE: Consult factory for beams outside of this standard range.
**NOTE: Beam height shown is for proper wheel running 

clearance only. The customer must verify their chosen beam is 
adequate for the intended application and loads. Consult factory 

for beams smaller than the mimimum specified.
***NOTE: Minimum radius applies to minimum flange width and 

may vary with beam. For curve applications consult factory.  
Curves must be specified when ordering.

Lifetime lubricated precision ball bearings, in 1/4 
through 3 ton capacity trolleys, assure a minimum 
of manual effort and also of maintenance.

In the 4 ton through 25 ton capacities, each trolley 
is equipped with eight duo-sealed Timken tapered 
roller bearings that absorb the radial and thrust 
loads exerted in these heavier sizes, and reduce 
manual effort and maintenance to a minimum.

Heavy rolled steel sideplates are shaped to give 
these trolley units stability and rigidity. They 
extend beyond the wheels to act as bumpers. 
Steel equalizing pins connect the two halves 
of each trolley, providing load equalization and 
smooth operation.

Trolley wheels are long wearing alloy cast iron. 
Wheel treads are machined to provide smoothest 
possible rolling motion. Steel axles are rigidly 
supported in the side frame. Steel trolley blocks 
reinforce the side plates as well as the equalizing 
pin.

Chester Hoist 
Lisbon, Ohio  U.S.A.  44432

Phone (330) 424-7248
Fax (330) 424-3126

Email chhoist@valunet.com    

PLAIN

1/4 through 20 ton units are supplied straight sided with universal wheels for operation on flat or tapered beams.  
For patented track applications consult factory.
25 and 50 ton units are supplied with canted side plates for operation on standard American tapered I-beams.  
For other beams consult factory.
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5200-1461 --- 4/1 "0.5-"66.2 "4 '8 "02 7 32 83
0500-1461 --- 2/1 "0.5-"66.2 "4 '8 "02 41 32 83
0010-1461 0010-2461 1 "6-"3 "5 '8 "42 81 34 26
0510-1461 0510-2461 2/11 "6-"3 "5 '8 "42 82 54 56
0020-1461 0020-2461 2 "52.6-"33.3 "6 '8 "03 83 76 09
0030-1461 0030-2461 3 "52.6-"33.3 "6 '8 "03 44 07 39
0040-1461 0040-2461 4 "7-"4 "8 '8 "63 95 551 481
0050-1461 0050-2461 5 "7-"4 "8 '8 "63 16 061 881
0060-1461 0060-2461 6 "7-"4 "8 '8 "63 37 061 881
0080-1461 0080-2461 8 "8-"26.4 "01 '8 "06 58 003 743
0001-1461 0001-2461 01 "8-"26.4 "01 '8 "06 09 013 063
0021-1461 0021-2461 21 "8-"26.4 "01 '8 "06 011 013 063
0061-1461 0061-2461 61 "8-"6 "21 '8 "69 021 006 056
0002-1461 0002-2461 02 "8-"6 "21 '8 "69 651 016 066
0052-1361 0052-2361 52 "8-"6 "81 '8 "021 591 5401 0021
0003-1461 0003-2461 03 "8-"7 "42 '8 .A.N 042 0251 5161
0004-1461 0004-2461 04 "8-"7 "42 '8 .A.N 213 6771 6881
0005-1361 0005-2361 05 "8-"7 "42 '8 .A.N 093 6762 1382

Model PT
Bulletin F



CLEARANCE DIMENSIONS
All dimensions are in inches

Fully Sealed PRECISION BEARING TROLLEYS Model PT
Machined Wheel Treads

Wheels with convex treads are standard on  
all capacities 1/4 ton through 20 ton.
30, 40 & 50 Ton Trolleys aDie Linere  

*VARY PROPORTIONALLY  
WITH BEAM SIZE

30, 40 & 50 ton dimensions  
on application.

PLAIN GEARED
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A "2/111 "4/131 "4/131 "8/551 "8/551 "4/381 "4/381 "8/532 "8/532 "82 "82 "4/182

B "6 "4/36 "4/36 "8/57 "8/57 "2/18 "2/18 "8/501 "8/501 "21 "21 "41

C "8/71 "4/12 "4/12 "8/52 "8/52 "4/13 "4/13 "8/73 "8/73 "4/34 "4/34 "8/75

D "8/74 "8/35 "8/55 "4/36 "8/76 "8/38 "8/58 "8/501 "8/111 "4/331 "4/361 "4/361

E "8/7 "1 "1 "8/11 "8/11 "4/11 "4/11 "8/31 "8/31 "61/71 "61/71 "8/12

F "4/31 "4/31 "2 "8/12 "4/12 "4/32 "3 "2/13 "2/14 "4 "2/14 "4

G "4/32 "3 "4/13 "8/53 "4 "4/34 "2/15 "2/16 "8 "9 "01 "01

H "6 "8/16 "8/16 "8/16 "8/16 "8/18 "8/18 "9 "9 "61/1101 "61/1101 "2/141

I "0 "0 "0 "0 "0 "8/1 "8/1 "8/1 "8/1 "4/1 "4/1 "61/5

J "8/7 "8/11 "8/11 "8/11 "8/11 "8/31 "8/31 "61/111 "61/111 "4/31 "4/31 "2

K "4 "5 "5 "6 "6 "8 "8 "01 "01 "61/1111 "61/1111 "2/131

L "8/72 "4/33 "4/33 "2/14 "2/14 "8/36 "8/36 "4/18 "4/18 "4/39 "4/39 "4/311

M "1 "4/11 "4/11 "2/11 "2/11 "2 "2 "2/12 "2/12 "4/13 "4/13 "4/13

N "4/1 "4/1 "8/3 "8/3 "2/1 "8/5 "8/5 "4/3 "1 "4/11 "4/11 "4/31

O "2 "4/31 "4/31 "8/12 "8/12 "8/52 "8/52 "4/13 "4/13 "8/54 "8/54 "7

P "8/14 "4/34 "4/34 "4/15 "4/15 "8/16 "8/16 "8/76 "8/76 "8/57 "8/57 "4/18

furnished in tandem construction.  
Consult factory for dimensions 

          Capacity

Dimension

WA R N I N G
Overloading and improper use can result in injury.

To avoid injury:
• Do not exceed working load limit, load rating or capacity.

• Do not use to lift people or loads over people.

• Use only alloy chain and attachments for overhead lifting.

• Read and follow all instructions.

• This equipment for manual operation only.

*
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